
2537 Regent St., Apt. 202 
Berkeley, Calif. 94704 
October 15, 1968 Harold Weisberg 

Route 8 
Frederick, Maryland 21701 

Dear Harold, 
(2,,c/ AD/(3) 

Your mailings of 10/5, 10/8, and 10/12 received. I'll hold off on many comments until you get out here. 

Rhoads' letters of 10/3 are interesting. Surprisingly helpful tone. 

Thanks for your comments on the analysis of the Watley report. Most of it is due to Jim S. and me working together - it helps to read such a report aloud to each other. 

Have no knowledge of "L.D. Miller problem" (Sanders memo, 3/25/64). Will check indexes. 

Your letter of 10/6 to Rhoads: I hope you didn't put "cc: Paul" on the original! I have a feeling I am on someone's list. UK But as Krassner once said, that's okay, the Government is on 	s**t list too. 

As I understand from Hal, there is no problem with accomodations for you but there might be with transportation. We might have to play it by ear. 

I am surprised that you got such a frank and lengthy response from Wade. I intend to study it in detail, as you suggested. 

Enclosed: CD 194, p. 13 (Chandler), my mailer on the indexes (will discuss this with you), Jim S.'s notes on CD 7. There is a great deal of material in the indexes, and many leads which will take some time to check out. Both Jim and I are working on them now. I was wrong about the Odio material 1r in CD 1546; from the index, it is not identical to that in CD 1553. As far as I can tell, the unpublished Odio memos mentioned in CE 3146 are not CD's. Jim will probably ask the Archives to locate them. 

Re CE 710: this differs from OE CE 706-8 in that it was identified and placed in evidence. I am not certain, but I believe that Jim S. was told by the Archives that CE 706-8 were not found. 

Sincerely, 

of 


